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WHO IS CONNECTING COUNTRY? 

Connecting Country (Mount Alexander Region) Inc is an incorporated not-for-profit organization that is led 

by the local community and works with a range of other groups, organizations and government agencies to 

increase, enhance and restore biodiversity and landscape health across the Mount Alexander Shire and 

surrounds in central Victoria. We are a registered Charity and have Deductible Gift Recipient status. 

Our vision is for the people of the Mount Alexander Region to be proud of the beautiful, productive, healthy 

and diverse landscapes, habitats, forests, waterways, flora and fauna that we have supported and created 

in our region (from the ‘Connecting Country Strategic Plan 2014-2024’) 

Connecting Country’s operations are based on four key elements:  

 On ground works to increase and enhance native vegetation and habitat through grazing change, 

revegetation, and pest plant and animal control.  

 Community engagement through education events, an active website and volunteer involvement.  

 The implementation of a long-term shire-wide annual monitoring program for birds, arboreal mammals 

and vegetation.  

 Providing support for our 30 local Landcare and Friend groups. 

 

 

Cover Picture:    Trace Balla (http://traceballa.yolasite.com/)   
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Chris taking in looking for birds during a 
workshop event. Photo: Shane Carey 

DIRECTOR’S REPORT  
CHRIS TIMEWELL 

“One of the main reasons for the high level of diversity and distinctiveness of the wildlife of the box-

ironbark forests and woodlands is the position of the ecosystem in the landscape – interposed as it is 

between semi-arid and arid inland environments to the north and west, and moister environments 

to the east and south.” Chris Tzaros in Wildlife of the Box-Ironbark Forests (2005, CSIRO Publishing). 

There are many ways to measure environmental health.  Soils, water quality, vegetation extent and plant 

diversity to name a few.  My background and training is in zoology, and therefore - subconsciously – I’ve 

tended to use animal populations as my guide.  However, I’m now realizing that probably the most 

important indicator of long-term environmental health is people’s engagement and interest in seeing it 

persist and thrive.  If there is a groundswell of support to look after the place where we live, then we’re 

heading in the right direction. 

Based on my experience and observations from working at Connecting Country, I believe the Mount 

Alexander Region is doing well on this count.  Landcare and Friends groups continue to implement great 

projects in the local area for public and biodiversity benefit, and the Mount Alexander Region Landcare 

Facilitator helps them achieve this.  On-ground habitat restoration works are being implemented across 

the region – both with and without the direct assistance of Connecting Country.  Our education workshops 

are well attended and appreciated, and subscriptions to our website blogs are increasing.  The results of 

our biological surveys, generate much discussion and there is a growing band of well-trained bird-watchers 

gathering new data on the distribution, abundance and behaviour of local species. 

We’re not resting on our laurels though.  Even before considering the impacts of global warming over 

the coming years and decades, there’s many species and habitats declining and disappearing from our 

local area.  But I’m optimistic because every day I see people 

out there tackling these challenges with gusto. 

I am incredibly grateful for all of the assistance provided to 

us over the past 12 months.  This community support really 

is the core of Connecting Country.  Many of the contributors 

are listed on pages four and five of this Annual Report, but 

there’s others as well who contribute through attending 

events, reading and sharing our blogs, being involved with 

their local Landcare groups and in a multitude of other ways.  

We look forward to continuing to provide a range of 

opportunities for people to learn, connect and get active in 

landscape restoration over the next 12 months and beyond.  

We hope you enjoy reading this overview of all that 

Connecting Country has achieved over the past 12 months 

or so. 
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PEOPLE INVOLVED IN CONNECTING COUNTRY 
COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT 

The Committee of Management helps Connecting Country pursue its goals; makes key decisions about 

planning, resources and strategic direction of the organization; and to recruit and support staff.  

Committee members also have legislated duties which they implement in accordance with the Connecting 

Country Constitution, and its status as a registered not-for-profit organization, a registered charity and as 

an incorporated body.  The Connecting Country Committee of Management members also contribute their 

skills, advice and energy to the organization outside of the formal monthly meetings. 

Office Bearers of the Committee of Management 2014-15 

President:   Brendan Sydes   Vice President:  Marie Jones  
Treasurer:    April Merrick    Secretary:    Paul Hampton 
 
Other committee members: Saide Gray, Malcolm Trainor, Deb Wardle, Ann-Marie Monda. 

 

 
The Connecting Country committee members hard at work at one of their monthly meetings in 2015.  

Photo: Shane Carey 
 

STAFF 

During 2014-15, Connecting Country has had a dedicated team of permanent and fixed-term staff whose 

contributions all extend well above and beyond their job descriptions. 

Chris Timewell  

Bruce Dolphin  

Krista Patterson-Majoor 

Jarrod Coote  

Bonnie Humphreys  

Melanie Marshall  

Alex Schipperen  

Jason Burgoyne 

Ned Brook 

Lauren Cogo 

Dianne Manser 

Kim Peric 

Matthew Stuhl 

Matthew Sundblom 

Tanya Loos  

Max Schlachter  

Naomi Raftery  

Janet Barker 

Juliet Walsh  

Bronwyn Silver 

Other contractors and short-term employees have also assisted on occasions, and we thank them for their 

important contribution. 
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Volunteers hard at work at a Community planting in Elphinstone July 
2014. Photo: Max Schlachter 

Photo Max Shlachter 

VOLUNTEERS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS  

Connecting Country would like to thank and acknowledge the many other persons and groups who have 

contributed over the past year or more.  We apologize to any people that we have inadvertently missed.   

 Landcare Facilitator Steering Group: Christine Kilmartin, Marie Jones, Jennifer Pryce, Ian Grenda, 

Daryl Colless, Kylie Stafford, Maurie Dynon 

 Woodland Bird Advisory Group: Geoff Park, Deanna Marshall, Nigel Harland, Beth Mellick, Nick 

Layne, James O’Connor, Greg Licence, Kylie Stafford, Cara Byrt, Brendan Sydes and Britt Gregory . 

 A special thanks to Geoff Park for his permission for us to use his incredible photos for promoting  

the Woodland Birds Project. 

 Education and Engagement Steering Group: Deirdre Slattery, Marie Jones, Daryl Colless, Beth 

Mellick, Juliet Walsh, Kylie Stafford, Geoff Park 

 Local Landcare groups and ‘Friends of’ groups, and also the facilitators of the Upper Loddon 

Landcare Network, Upper Campaspe Landcare Network and the Loddon Plains Landcare Network 

 Cara Byrt: for her development and on-going assistance with our wildlife databases 

 Supportive philanthropic organizations: particularly the Norman Wettenhall Foundation  

 Attendees and volunteers at our talks, excursions and other community events: with particular 

thanks to guest presenters and to landholders whose properties the events were held upon. 

 Mount Alexander Shire: particularly Amy McDonald and Kylie Stafford 

 Expert Advisory Panel members, who provided advice and support as needed. Panel includes 

Andrew Bennett, Elaine Bayes, Ben Carr, Beth Mellick, Ian Higgins, Chris Tzaros, Karen Alexander, 

Damien Cook, Peter Johnson, Deirdre Slattery and Paul Righetti 

 Other groups with Complementary Objectives operating in the local area: such as Trust for Nature, 

Friends of the Box Ironbark Forests, Castlemaine Field Naturalists Club, Birdlife Australia, the Hub 

Foundation and the Mount Alexander Sustainability Group 

 Government agencies at the local, state and national levels that have provided support for our 

projects and activities 

 Students undertaking internships, 

projects or otherwise gaining 

experience with Connecting Country 

 Landholders and other land-

managers involved in on-ground 

works projects.  

 Landholders involved in our 

monitoring programs and the 

volunteers who’ve assisted with  

surveys. 

 Those who made donations to 

Connecting Country, or have 

contributed in other ways. 

 And, very importantly, all of our members, who provide support for everything that we do – either 

directly or indirectly.  It is greatly appreciated. 
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 Members of the 2015 Green Army ready for some drill and fill action. 

LANDCARE  
MAX SCHLACHTER 

Landcare volunteers are an optimistic bunch, and they’ve needed to be this year with a dry winter followed 
by a dry spring and then a dry summer! Despite the challenging climate, groups have carried out successful 
planting projects along with a range of talks, field days, sustainable agriculture projects, pest and weed 
control activities and more. 
The weather doesn’t have much influence on the work of a Landcare Facilitator sitting in an air-
conditioned office in Castlemaine, but other climates - the ‘funding climate’ for example – can have a 
strong influence on the work plan.  
One of my challenges for the role this year has been helping groups to benefit from grant programs that 
are beyond the capacity of most individual groups to apply for. The Green Army is one example.  
 

By partnering with the Loddon Plains 
Landcare Network, North Central CMA 
and other organizations, Connecting 
Country helped five Landcare groups in 
the Mount Alexander Shire to access a 
Green Army team over 8 weeks in 2015. 
An application on behalf of 21 local 
groups for a year’s worth of Green Army 
projects in 2016 has been submitted.     
 
Partnerships between groups have also 
been important for accessing funding 
from the Victorian Blackberry Taskforce.  
The Sandy Creek Woody Weed Action 

Group was formed in October 2014 as a 
partnership between Sandy Creek 

Landcare, Maldon Urban Landcare and Parks Victoria, to tackle woody weeds in the Sandy Creek 
catchment (between Maldon & Newstead). The group successfully applied for funding from the Victorian 
Blackberry Taskforce for its ‘Up the Creek without a Prickle’ project. This project has employed an 
extension officer to visit 30 properties in the project area and assist the owners to create woody weed 
management plans for their properties. 
It is very satisfying to see how Connecting Country and the facilitator program can successfully bring 
groups together to access funding programs that might otherwise pass our region by.  
 
The second Landcare Camp Out on The Mount was held in October 2014, and this time the number of 
volunteers helping to remove invasive Radiata Pine trees from the Mount Alexander Regional Park swelled 
to more than 150 people. The Camp Out is a family-friendly event and it seemed that almost half the 
participants there were young children – a great introduction to Landcare!  
 
The 2014-15 year was the last year of the Victorian Government’s Local Landcare Facilitator Initiative, 
which began in late 2011. Fortunately for Connecting Country and Landcare groups in the Mount 
Alexander Shire, a new state-funded local Landcare facilitator program has replaced it, with indications 
that it will continue for another four years.  
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Direct seeding lines winding their way through a property in Faraday. 
Photo: Bonnie Humphreys 

ON GROUND WORKS 
JARROD COOTE, BONNIE HUMPHREYS, TANYA LOOS AND KRISTA PATTERSON-MAJOOR 

The past 12 months has seen the co-ordination and implementation of three different on-ground works 
programs.  Each had similar actions including; installation and repair of fencing for the exclusion of grazing 
animals such as stock, rabbits, hares, wallabies and kangaroos; weed control focusing on a wide range of 
environmental and agricultural pest plant species; rabbit control; and revegetation in the form of direct 
seeding, tubestock planting and facilitated natural regeneration.  
 
The development of each stewardship 
agreement and site plan involves an initial 
walk and talk with the landholders through 
their property discussing any management 
concerns or issues. In many cases, the walk-
through has celebrated and acknowledged 
the extent of conservation work that the 
landholders have undertaken on the 
property in the past. All eligible landholders 
receive a detailed plan for their project 
areas, and on-going financial, logistical and 
technical support. 
 
This year has been particularly busy for 
Connecting Country staff and participating 
landholders.  
 
The Habitat for Bush Birds program (funded through the Victorian government’s ‘Communities for Nature’ 
program) is increasing and enhancing habitat for woodland birds, and in particular the ‘feathered five’: the 
Jacky Winter, Brown Treecreeper, Painted Button-quail, Diamond Firetail and Hooded Robin.  Sixteen 
landholders have signed on to 10-year stewardship agreements to undertake habitat enhancements across 
a land area totaling 348 hectares. We were also able to provide some support towards the ‘40,000 trees’ 
revegetation project run by the Barkers Creek Network, which involved an additional 12 landholders and 
approximately 50 hectares of revegetation.  
 
The Habitat for Woodland Birds: Linking Mount Alexander to Metcalfe project (funded through a later 
round of the ‘Communities for Nature’ program) aims to enhance vegetation habitat linkages between the 
Mount Alexander Regional Park and Metcalfe Conservation Reserve.  Local Landcare groups from Sutton 
Grange and Metcalfe have been incredibly enthusiastic and supportive, actively promoting the program 
which has engaged four landholders and restored 28 hectares through protecting existing vegetation and 
revegetation. The interest in this program from landholders exceeded the resources we had available, 
which has encouraged us to seek further funding to implement ‘stage 2’ in the future.  
 
The Connecting Landscapes program (which receives funding support from the Australian government) 
continues to be very successful; the 3rd year of the project has resulted in the engagement of 12 new site 
projects covering over 319 ha of revegetation and restoration. The good work will continue for two more 
years and new landholders are encouraged to contact Connecting Country to become involved.   
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Alex, Lauren and Ned installing yet another amazing fence!  
Photo: Shane Carey 

 

CONNECTING LANDSCAPES WORKS CREW 
ALEX SCHIPPEREN 

Each year, we employ our own Works Crew as 
part of the Connecting Landscapes program. 
The Crew is able to assist land holders with 
the on-ground works agreed upon in the 
project management plan.  The crew also 
receive formal and on-the-job training and 
experience. 
 
Our second annual crew finished up in 
October 2014 and have done a fantastic job. 
All projects were completed on time and 
within budget. They all played an important 
part within the Works Crew and the last thing 

we heard is that they are doing some very 
exciting things with their new skills.  A very 
big ‘thanks’ to Kim, Diana, Matt and Matt! 
 
Lauren, Ned and Jason commenced as our third crew at the onset of cooler weather in early April 2015 
with the more strenuous activity of fence building. While Autumn weather was very kind to us for fencing, 
unfortunately there were no substantial early rains for our plantings.  
 
A lot of our restoration activities took place this year in the Muckleford Valley, where stock exclusion 
fences were installed along the Muckleford Creek and its tributaries. Besides conventional stock fences, 
the crew installed a large electric fence system spanning over 8 kilometres, which contained more than 35 
kilometres of wire! 
 
On the flanks of Mount Alexander we 
constructed a challenging fence in very steep 
terrain to protect direct seeding from stock. 
As vehicle access was limited, we had to drag 
up materials with ropes. The views were truly 
spectacular though; on clear days we could 
see all the way to the Colbinabbin Range, Mt 
Ida (Heathcote) and Mt Macedon.  
We adopted a different way of tube stock 
planting by using a motorised earth auger to 
create a larger and deeper hole for easier root 
penetration and capturing more moisture. 

Hopefully this will lead to a higher growth and 
plant survival rates. 
 
Works Crew members play an important part in improving Connecting Country’s work practices and safety 
standards and it’s always great to see what people bring along to a new job. The Works Crew works 
program is shaping up nicely for the second part of the year with seed collecting, woody weed control, 
rabbit fumigation and some exotic tree felling. It’s good to be busy! 

2015 Works Crew; L to R with crew leader Alex, Lauren, Jason and Ned. 
Photo: Shane Carey 
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A sea of seedling native plants following the community planting day on Deane and Marie 
Belfield’s property. Photo: Bonnie Humphreys 

LANDHOLDER STORY 
DEANE & MARIE BELFIELD - NORTH MUCKLEFORD 

In early 2015, I approached 
Connecting Country who were keen 
to offer us the opportunity to 
participate in their Connecting 
Landscapes program.  Following 
detailed discussion with Connecting 
Country management about the 
intent and content of their program 
and noting that it closely aligned 
with the landscape regeneration 
vision we held for our newly 
purchased farm at Muckleford / 
Walmer, we consented to the 
program.   

A site management plan was 
developed in conjunction with our 
farm plans and implementation commenced in early/mid 2015. This included erecting kilometers of 
electric fencing, consistent with the farm's holistic grazing plan, and planting of several thousand trees, 
ably assisted by a merry band of enthusiastic volunteers - the result will be the linking one wild-life corridor 
with another. 
 
We look forward to our shared vision becoming a reality to the benefit of all living creatures within our 
region. 
 
Connecting Country has conducted themselves in an exemplary manner and we were delighted with the 
entire experience.  May we see more beneficial and visible examples of tax payer funds being directed to 
the regeneration of our regional landscapes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Deane and Marie Belfield talking to volunteers at a community planting day. 
Photo: Juliet Walsh 
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A male Crested Shrike-tit with his crest raised. These woodland 
birds hunt for insects by tearing bark with their strong, hooked bills.  

Photo by Geoff Park. 

 

 

 

MONITORING 
TANYA LOOS 

WOODLAND BIRDS - WOODLAND BIRD SURVEY SITE REVIEW 

During every Winter and Spring going back to 

2010, Connecting Country has been monitoring 

birds at 50 site-locations across the region.  Early 

this year, it was decided that a site review was in 

order.  We met with Professor Andrew Bennett as 

part of our site review, and we were delighted to 

hear that he considered our monitoring program 

to be on track – with a couple of recommended 

tweaks to the methodology to help it along.  

The review did result in a change to a portion of 

the bird survey site locations, and an increase up 

to 54 sites.  Some sites are within ‘intact’ 

woodlands (on a mix of slopes and gullies) and 

some are in farm paddocks used for sheep 

grazing or other agricultural purposes.  The 

remainder have been separated into two types of 

woodland restoration areas – (1) grassy paddocks 

that have been replanted with indigenous trees 

and shrubs and (2) sites with existing trees where 

the depleted understorey is being reestablished. 

From an analysis of the results so far, we have found that most of our rare and specialized woodland birds 

such as Hooded Robins are found in the ‘intact woodland’ sites; that small bush birds such as thornbills and 

fairy-wrens are thriving in the bushy habitats of restoration sites; and that paddock sites support fewer 

woodland bird species overall than the other habitat types, but do support open country species such as 

Australasian Pipits. While these findings are generally consistent with other similar scientific studies, it is 

crucial to have the hard data to back this up – and also to learn more about which habitat restoration 

works are the most successful, and the timeframe required to see positive results (especially in the context 

of climate change).  Will Hooded Robins and Brown Treecreepers use the restoration sites in years to 

come? Time will tell, the indicators are positive, and we hope to be there to record this as it happens!  

BIRDLIFE AND CONNECTING COUNTRY  

Connecting Country is now recognized an affiliate group of BirdLife Australia, meaning we have signed a 

partnership agreement that sets out the way we share data, and promote each other’s activities. In May 

2015, Connecting Country contributed four years’ worth of our monitoring information from the local area 

to their national bird database, comprising no less than 12,923 individual bird records from more than 800 

separate surveys.  
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John Baulch and a group of keen birders examine a small woodland bird at the very top 
of a dead tree 

Volunteer Cara Byrt is to be 

acknowledged, thanked and 

congratulated for her 

incredible efforts and 

expertise.  She developed our 

bird database and 

streamlined both the collation 

of data and how we supply it 

to BirdLife – at literally the 

click of a button!  

 

CITIZEN SCIENCE PROGRAM 

In addition to our in-house 

biodiversity monitoring 

program, Connecting Country 

is assisting a growing cohort 

of citizen scientists in the 

Mount Alexander region. Bird 

workshops, and outings in 

search of Swift Parrots and other threatened woodland birds have been enthusiastically attended. Last 

year, the Birdwatcher’s Monitoring Kit was developed and distributed – and to date we have had a number 

of surveys sent in via hard copy and electronically.  

The Woodland Bird Brochure, completed in 2014, has been an invaluable tool for community awareness 

and engagement. Over 2000 brochures have been distributed to schools, community groups, landholders 

and other outlets in the local area. 

And, in the next couple of months, we look forward to launching our ‘Stewards for Woodland Birds’ and 

‘group site bird monitoring’ programs.  There’ll be lots of new opportunities for people from local areas 

and beyond to get involved in woodland bird surveys and conservation actions. 

NESTBOX MONITORING  

From 2009 to 2011, clusters of three nest boxes were installed at approximately 150 locations as a tool to 

monitor the distribution and health of the Brush-tailed Phascogale (also known as the Tuan).  The nest 

boxes were installed in both public and private land, and within large and small patches of native woodland 

and forest habitat.  We did not undertake any monitoring this year, and we thank those landholders who 

observed species exiting from their boxes and sent in their results. We will undertake a comprehensive 

survey of boxes in 2016.   

Stop the Press! – We are thrilled to find out that we’ve just been successful with a grant application to the 

Ian Potter Foundation.  This will allow us to initiate a new monitoring program for reptiles and frogs within 

forests and woodlands on properties across the Mount Alexander Region. This program will commence in 

early 2016 – with more details to follow soon about how the local community can get involved. 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
KRISTA PATTERSON-MAJOOR  

Twenty education and community events saw 

more than 1000 participants learn more about 

the local environment, woodland birds, and 

improving biodiversity on their property. 

Connecting Country’s annual education program 

continued to draw big crowds and receive 

expert guidance from the volunteer Education 

Steering Group. Inspiringly, over 300 people 

flocked to hear historian and award winning 

author, Bill Gammage, speak about ‘1788’ 

aboriginal land management and ‘fire stick 

farming’ at the 2015 program launch. 

Our ‘hands-on’ workshops covered practical 

topics including; living with fire and wildlife, revegetation methods for rural properties, working with 

problem areas such as weeds, understanding where a property fits into the landscape ‘big picture’, 

exploring landscape-scale ecology, and monitoring and measuring the outcomes of restoration projects.  

“I am more confident on fire management, weed control and planning a restoration 
planting regime for our land” 2014 workshop participant. 

Generously hosted by local landholders and often supported by local Landcare groups, all workshops had 

specialist presenters, covered some basic theory and focused on practical information, skills and resources. 

Our successful partnership with local food program, CAKE, supplied workshop participants with a tasty, 

healthy and environmentally-friendly lunch. 

Our two community planting days had over 40 enthusiastic planters, including 17 children from Harcourt 

Primary School putting in 380 plants in their local area. Our woodland bird education events continued to 

inspire and motivate landholders and we have a growing list of budding local ‘birdos’ as a result.  

Thanks to generous support from the Norman Wettenhall Foundation, Connecting Country’s website 

redevelopment was completed and the enhanced resources section provides landholders with a useful and 

thorough set of information and tools to help them learn 

about their land, take action and monitor change.  

Consequently, our website saw a huge leap in ‘hits’ in the 

beginning of 2015 – and now averages between 2000-3000 

per month.  The forum on the website is slowly building a 

following, and generating interesting discussions.  Over 450 

subscribers to the blog have read some 180 posts on 

Connecting Country and other local environmental news.  

Anthony Battersby, farm manager at Shadwell in Elphinstone 
points our natural eucalyptus recruitment occurring on the 

property. Photo: Shane Carey. 

Jarrod Coote shares his enthusiasm for direct 
seeding. Photo: Shane Carey 
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FINANCIAL UPDATE 
APRIL MERRICK (TREASURER) AND CHRIS TIMEWELL (DIRECTOR) 

This is a financial summary for Connecting Country (CC), covering the 12 month period from 1 July 2014 to 

the 30 June 2015. 

CC’s membership increased to 228 during the 2014-15 period, which included the renewal of 51 new 

members and 177 existing members.  Thirty-eight members from 2013-14 did not renew their 

membership.  The joining fee and annual membership fee remained at $0 and $0 respectively.  Many 

generous donations were received by CC from members and other supporters (with $810 received from 10 

people and organizations). 

The financial audit of CC’s financial accounts and processes for 2014-15 was undertaken by Goers and 

Maunder Pty Ltd, who have signed off on our financial records and reports.  Copies will be distributed at 

the Annual General Meeting.  

Financial reports are also reviewed by the CC Committee of Management on a monthly frequency.  Our 

banking has now migrated entirely from ANZ to Bank Australia (formerly known as bankMECU).  

Volunteer contributions to CC are recognized in the financial reports at $30 per person per hour, for a total 

value of $63,995 in 2014-15.  Thank you! 

The total income for 2014-15 was $1,212,900, which was $97,785 more than budgeted.  A large proportion 

of income was received from the Federal government to implement the 5-year ‘Connecting Landscapes 

Across the Mount Alexander Region’ program (44%).  Considerable income was also received from state 

government grants to implement Communities for Nature projects and to host the local Landcare 

Facilitator role.  Five new grants of a small-to-medium size were also received during the year and are in 

various stages of implementation.  The remainder was from project contributions, transactions, interest 

and savings.  Funds that are not required in the short-to-medium term are held in term deposit accounts in 

order to generate additional interest. 

Total expenditure for 2014-15 (including internal journals) was $1,321,238, which was $70,863 less than 

budgeted.  A significant proportion (~70%) was used directly for on-ground works; including fencing, 

control of pest plants and rabbits, revegetation, grazing change, Works Crew wages and training, the use of 

local contractors and the development of management plans and agreements.  Other complementary 

spending was on supporting Landcare through the facilitator program (5%), undertaking biodiversity 

monitoring (3%) and coordinating education events (4%).  To increase cost-efficiency, all CC’s funded 

programs make a contribution towards administration and other overhead costs which comprises much of 

the remaining expenditure (13%). 

Despite running at a deficit in 2014-15, CC is in a sound financial position.   We have comprehensive 

internal checks and balances; a moderate-sized financial reserve and a reasonable revenue stream from 

approved grants for at least the next 2 years. Thanks to book-keeper Bruce, the CC committee, the staff, 

the auditors and others who have assisted over the past 12 months with CC’s financial management. 
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YEARLY ACHIEVEMENTS – A SNAPSHOT 
KRISTA PATTERSON-MAJOOR AND BONNIE HUMPHREYS 

 

 
 * Officially started to record hours of volunteer contributions in 2013/14 
** Individuals employed during each year, including fixed-term Works Crews and other part-time staff 

 Financial Year 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 TOTAL 

         Organisational 

Projects operational (no.) 
 

1 1 4 5 5 4 10 

Staff (no.)** 1 3 4 6 15 15 17 27 

Volunteer (hours)* 
     

2187 2133 4320 

On Ground Works 

Site management plans (no.) 
 

22 19 20 87 21 43 191 

Remnant vegetation protected 
(ha.)  

914 307 800 1087 180 561 3849 

Revegetation (ha.) 
 

60 292 396 391 150 200 1339 

Pest plant control (ha.) 
 

974 146 800 2878 330 675.5 5473.5 

Pest Animal control (ha.) 
 

974 146 675 2407 330 687.5 4889.5 

Total habitat enhanced (ha.) 
 

974 1569 1800 3199 330 728.5 8600.5 

Community Engagement & Landcare Support 

Education events (no.) 
 

18 27 31 23 12 20 131 

Attendees at Education Events 
(no.)  

270 395 1149 472 322 1080 3688 

Brochures / Information Sheets 
developed & supported (no.)  

1 2 0 4 1 5 13 

Blog Posts (no.) 17 86 39 178 154 138 180 792 

Blog subscribers (no.) 
 

0 130 270 330 357 454 357 

Community plans (no.) 
 

3 3 4 8 1 1 20 

Landcare and Friends groups 
supported (no.) 

30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

Monitoring 

Nest boxes (no. boxes) 
 

339 360 430 430 430 430 430 

Nest boxes (no. checked) 
 

0 270 300 0 330 0 900 

Woodland birds (no. of surveys) 
 

0 60 200 200 208 216 876 

Habitat & Plants (no. surveys) 
 

22 49 120 92 60 68 343 
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Map showing all on-ground works project sites to date that have been supported by Connecting Country across the Mount 
Alexander Region. Red stars indicate projects initiated in 2014-15 and yellow stars indicate earlier projects. 

 

THANKING AND ACKNOWLEDGING PROJECT FUNDERS FOR 2014-15 AND BEYOND 

The ‘Connecting Landscapes Across the Mount Alexander Region’ program is supported through funding 

from the Australian Government. 

The two ‘Habitat for Bush Birds’ projects are both supported by the Victorian Government through 

Communities for Nature funding. 

The Mount Alexander Landcare Facilitator Program was supported during 2014-15 through the State 

Government’s $12 million Victorian Local Landcare Facilitator Initiative.  In 2015-16 the program is 

supported by the State Government’s Victorian Landcare Facilitator Program. 

Our Website and Education Resources upgrade was supported through by Norman Wettenhall Foundation  

From 2015-16, support is being received from the Helen MacPherson Smith Trust to implement our new 

‘Stewards for Woodland Birds’ program. 

From 2015-16, support is also be received from the Ian Potter Foundation to implement our new program - 

‘Community-based Monitoring for Reptiles and Frogs in the Recovering Woodlands of Central Victoria’. 
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Vale Doug Ralph 

Connecting Country was saddened by the news of Doug’s sudden and 
unexpected passing in early 2015.   

Doug was involved from the very earliest discussions about 
Connecting Country.  In his gentle, friendly and inclusive manner, he 
played a major role in bringing together people from across the 
Mount Alexander Region for this common purpose.  Then, as 
Connecting Country’s first president, he laid the foundations for the 
organization it has become. He continued to maintain a keen interest 
in the subsequent years after stepping back from a committee role, 
and always generously provided assistance and advice to the staff and 
committee when asked.  His knowledge of the ecological and cultural 
values of Box-Ironbark forests was vast and insightful, and his passion 
for it was inspiring.   

He is greatly missed. 

 

Doug, as president, formally accepting a 
start-up grant from Beth Mellick of the 

Norman Wettenhall Foundation 
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